INSciTS Summer of Team Science Pre-Conference Event

As a prelude to SciTS 2022, INSciTS is hosting periodic virtual seminars on new and developing areas of research in the science of team science. Our goal is to provide the SciTS community with an opportunity to engage in exciting areas of research in preparation for our more in-depth get together during the 2022 conference later in the summer.

INSciTS Summer Panel 2
Ocean Memory as a Transformative Concept for Team Science Research and Practice

Tuesday, July 5, 2022
9:00am (PDT), 12:00noon (EDT), 6:00pm (CET)

Register for event here:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/ocean-memory-as-a-transformative-concept-for-team-science-research-tickets-377017378127

This Lunch N Learn will discuss the Ocean Memory Project (OMP), a collaboration born out of a National Academies Keck Futures Initiative (NAKFI) Conference. The OMP is a collaborative network of researchers from across the Sciences, Arts, and Humanities dedicated to exploring the intersection of Ocean and Memory and advancing Ocean Memory as a new field of scholarship and creative expression. This Lunch N Learn will discuss the story of the ocean memory project and the successes and challenges of leading such a radically trans-disciplinary effort. Included will be discussion of sensory explorations and challenges and opportunities of virtual cross-disciplinary interactions. Audience participation will be encouraged to discuss unique team science challenges in such projects, as well as query how art and science can contribute to expanding our understanding of the world around us.

Panel Moderator
Heather Spence, Marine Acoustics / Music

Panelists
Daniel Kohn, Art / Science Interface
Jacob Cram, Marine Biology
Anna Davidson, Visual Art and Plant Biology
Raymundo Santisteban, Videographer and Visual Storyteller

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/ocean-memory-as-a-transformative-concept-for-team-science-research-tickets-377017378127